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2015 Program Summary
“If We Don’t Teach Them, Who Will?”
A Lesson in Forest Management for a Forest Biology Class
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Thank You New Sponsors!
Thank you to Terra Tech, Oregon Forest Management Services, Rose Logging, Strata Forestry, Garrett Construction, Wildish, and Portable Rock
for recent committment to annual sponsorship, and thank you to Random
Lengths for a donation.  With the contributions of these companies, and the
many others that support FTF, we are able to continue and grow our educational programs.

Thank You Grant Funders!
Thank you AOL Friends of Paul Bunyan and Weyerhaeuser Giving Fund for
grant funding to support Forest Field Days.  Thank you Evergreen Hill Fund
of the Oregon Community Foundation and Albert B. and Jean E. Hallstrom Family Fund of the Oregon Community Foundation for funding to
improve our database.

VOLUNTEER in 2016!
We are already looking to fill the spring Forest Field Day volunteer roster!  Visit page 2 of this newsletter to learn
about why volunteering with FTF is so worthwhile.  We hope to see YOU at a tree farm this spring!

Promoting Forest Stewardship
Through Education
Winter 2016

Another Great Year of Forestry Education!
Forests Today & Forever reached a grand total of 2,725 people with
our programs in 2015.  Youth were the majority of our audience.  
Over the course of 17 field days and many hours of in-class instruction by teachers, Forest Field Days engaged 1,682 middle school
students in activities designed to inspire sound stewardship of
Oregon’s forests.  The Oregon Logging Conference School Tours,
offered in partnership with Oregon Women in Timber, served our second largest audience, where 650 4th and 5th grade students learned
about trees as Oregon’s greatest natural resource.  For the first time
in 2015, FTF worked with 4-H in effort to bring forestry as a topic of
study to 4-H, where youth studied the forest, specific management
practices and participated in reforestation.  
We also reached adult audiences with our education.  Three hundred and twenty-eight  teachers and chaperones learned alongside
students during Forest Field Days and at the Oregon Logging Conference.  The popular Seedling to Sawmill program reached 29
teachers during a visit to the mill and then to a working tree farm.   
Likewise, college groups, including a University of Oregon Forest
Biology class, UO Peace Corps students, and Oregon State University Wildlife Management students explored forest mangement during
guided tree farm tours.        
Program

From top to bottom:  Top: teachers learn about the milling
process; Middle: 4-H participants learn how to measure and
buck a tree. ; Bottom: Forest Field Day student conducts an
experiment.
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Audience

# Participants

# Schools

# Volunteers

Volunteer Hours

Forest Field Days

Middle school
students

1,682

14

102

1,043

Forest Field Days

Teachers,
chaperones

298

-

-

-

Oregon Logging Conference
School Tours

Elementary
school students

650

10

16

64

Oregon Logging Conference
School Tours

Teachers,
chaperones

30

-

-

-

4-H Into the Forest

Youth, 12-14
years old

5

-

2

12

Seedling to Sawmill

Teachers

29

20

4

12

University of Oregon Forest
Biology Class Field Trips

University
students

15

1

1

2

OSU Student Leadership
Group

University
students

4

1

-

-

UO Peace Corps Group

University
students

12

1

1

6

2,725

47

126

1,139

TOTALS

THANK YOU 2015 Financial Supporters!
Champions ($5,000-$7,499)
Moss Adams
Roseburg Resources
Seneca Sawmill

Sponsors ($2,500-$4,999)

Aggregate Resource Industries
Giustina Land & Timber
Giustina Resources
Gleaves Swearingen
Jones & Roth
Murphy Company
Teevin Brothers
The Papé Group
Rosboro Lumber
Sundance Lumber
Wildish

Associate Sponsors ($1,000- Supporters ($500-$999)
$2,499)

Blachly-Lane Electric Co-op
Cascade Timber Consulting
Hershner Hunter
Hull-Oaks Lumber
IFA Nurseries
J Davidson & Sons Construction
Kernutt Stokes
Lane Small Woodlands Assn.
Starker Forests
Strata Forestry
Swanson Group Manufacturing
Transition Management
Tyree Oil
Vogt Family Trust
Weyerhaeuser
Zip-O-Log Mills

Grant Support by:
•
•
•

Albert B. and Jean E. Hallstrom
Family Fund of OCF
Autzen Foundation
AOL- Friends of Paul Bunyan

•
•
•
•

Bill Wynkoop
Commercial Thinning Systems
Dave Cramsey
Drago Brothers Logging
Garrett Construction
L & B Reforestation
Lewis River Nursery
Mason Bruce & Girard
Morris O. Nelson & Sons
NWCommunity Credit Union
NORTHWEST Land Surveying
Oakridge Sand & Gravel
Pac Forest
Random Lengths
Rainbarrel Industries
Rose Logging
Rundell Inc.
Roberts Supply
Shiloh Forestry
Terra Tech
Ward Insurance

Evergreen Hill Fund of of OCF
Oregon Forest Resources Institute
Plum Creek Foundation
SOLVE
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Friends (up to $499)

Anonymous
Bill McMahon
Cole Resources Management
Dick Powell
Dwight Dzierzek
Elk Horn Brewery
Iron Horse Logging
Jerry Brown Company
KPD Insurance
OR Forest Management Services
Plank Town Brewing
Portable Rock Production
Rexius Forest By Products
Steve & Wylda Cafferata

Weyerhaeuser Giving Fund
Weyerhaeuser WAVE

“If we Don’t Teach Them, Who Will?”

When Starker Forests forester, Dick Powell, was asked why he volunteers with
FTF, he said, “In an increasingly urbanized world, our youth are becoming
increasingly disconnected to natural resources. They are our future. If we
don’t teach them, who will?” Dick’s sentiment is echoed by woodland owner,
Angela Seydel: “In volunteering for FTF, I continue the legacy of teaching
the secrets and benefits of the forest to the next generation.”

Please join Dick and Angela and the many other professionals from industry,
government agencies, and non-profits in effort to re-connect people to Oregon’s forests, our greatest natural resource.  In 2015 alone, 126 volunteers
donated 1,139 hours to teach people about working forests through our Forest
Field Day program, at the Oregon Logging Conference, and during tree farm
tours hosted by FTF.  Each volunteer offers something unique to our effort
based on training and experience,  Our volunteer pool is diverse - from forester
to wildlife biologist to recreation specialist - this is what makes our programs so
great!  Jordon Ryder, FTF volunteer and retired Oregon Department of Forestry
forester, says, “It is very rewarding and fun to see [students] understand
complex natural processes because of the many different skills of our
teaching cadre.” No matter what your profession, we can find a place for any
and all people interested in teaching others about forests!
Spring Forest Field Days, our program for middle school students, is right
around the corner, and we are already looking for volunteers.  We think you will
agree with Bill Wynkoop, Seneca Jones forester, who says “The energy and
enthusiasm of the students is amazing. I love to, however briefly, be part
of it.” Please get in touch to join this great effort!   
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Top: Noelle Arena, Weyerhaeuser forester, teaching students about soils. Bottom: Mike Emmons,
Seneca Jones forester, teaching students about
timber.

A Lesson in Forest Management for a Forest Biology Class

UO students touring Bauman Tree Farm with FTF Educator Lindsay Reaves.

Forests Today & Forever hosted a program for University
of Oregon’s upper division forest biology class for
the third year in a row.  The field trip, coordinated
by professor Alan Dickman, is intended to support
student learning towards one of the course objectives:
to be comfortable with uncertainty and complexity in
answering questions about forest management.  FTF
Educator and tree farm owner, Lindsay Reaves, designed a
field experience that not only highlighted the complexity
of forest management but also challenged the students’
own views about forestry practices, equipping them to
more effectively answer the questions of others.
Reaves, along with FTF volunteer Amanda Stamper,
toured the students on a five-mile hike through several
management units, including a recent clear cut, newly
planted acres, early seral forests, naturally seeded forests,
and a recent thinning.  Along the way, several topics
in forest management were explored, and students
participated in hands-on activities to bring concepts to
life.  For example, students were given an opportunity
to make a forest management decision.  Each was given
a harvest ribbon and was instructed to choose a tree for
harvest.  They found this activity a challenge, especially
when asked to provide sound rationale for why they
chose the trees they did.  To explore the recent riparian
set-back rule change, students were asked to physically
measure a 20ft no-touch zone and a 50 and 90ft restricted
buffer.  After the measurement activity, students had

“If I had not gone on this field trip I would have missed out on a whole perspective of forests
I was never taught. Cutting down trees can be good, and it can be done in a sustainable way.
Reducing forest to money (in a way) is not inherently harmful, nor does it take away from
the forest as an ecosystem.” -UO student, as stated in a journal assignment

context for a discussion about the proposed rule change
and what the rule change might mean for fish, and would
mean for landowners.
The tour and activities generated sincere interest and
many thoughtful questions about forest management.  
Reaves said,  “These are students who are open to the
information, asking a lot of great questions.  For many,
this is their first time being in a working forest.”  Having
led several tours for university audiences, Reaves
reflects on what she observes in college students: “They
are forming important values and beliefs.  Most are
beginning to grasp the complexities of natural systems …  
and the needs that citizens desire, if not demand, of those
systems”.  
The field day concluded with the students sharing
personal reflections - agreeing that they leave the
experience with a different understanding of forest
management.  Most commented they did not know how
complicated it was.  One student said, “Having seen how
many factors influence forest management decisions, and
how they can change based on so many factors…  it’s
given me a lot to think about.  I have a new appreciation
of those who work in the forest sector.”

Director: Beth Krisko
Educator: Lindsay Reaves
Forests Today & Forever is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) organization.
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For more information, see our website:
www.ForestsTodayAndForever.org
Contact Beth Krisko:
coordinator@foreststodayandforever.org

